From a Difficult Life Emerge
Out-of-this-World Gifts…Part 1
By Melissa Jagst, with Karen Larre
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hen I was born, my parents were both addicted to
drugs. The family decided that the best solution
was to give me up for adoption. Friends of my family knew a couple who were childless and wanting to adopt.
At the age of 2, the adoption was finalized quickly and I went
to live with my new parents. At the age of nearly 3 years, my
biological parents tried to get me back, but weren’t successful. By the age of 4 years, my adopted mother had divorced
my adopted dad and due to financial constraints, we moved in
with a very abusive woman. This woman, on more than one
occasion, locked us up in the bedroom and stole our money.
When her goldfish died, she accused me of killing it. She
put a layer of honey along the window ledge with the sofa
underneath. She sat me on the sofa and made me stay there as
bees swarmed. Miraculously, while the bees were buzzing all
around me, I wasn’t stung at all. They were more attracted to
the honey than to me, but the experience was terrifying. My
mother wanted to report this horror to the authorities and get
us out of there, but we were trapped…she couldn’t afford to
move us right away and the woman (a prostitute) was dating
police officer.
My first encounter with spirits happened at about the age
of 7 years. I was at my grandfather’s home, where I spent
the summers there because my mother worked so much. It
was my safe place, where I could be a kid, relax and enjoy
myself. My bedroom was upstairs, at the end of a long hall.
One night I had trouble falling asleep and heard noises, as if
someone was walking up the stairs. I hid under the covers
and kept peeking out, scared that someone was coming up the
stairs. Next, I saw two male transparent shapes floating down
the hall. As they got closer, I was really frightened and ran
down the hall towards my grandfather’s room. I was so surprised and confused as I turned around and looked back to see
what had happened – I had run right through them! They also
turned to look at me. Shaking, I ran into grandpa’s room and
slept there for the night.
In the morning, I told my grandparents what I saw the night
before. My grandmother (who slept in a different room)
thought I was lying, but my grandfather just smiled, and didn’t
say anything. Later that day, we heard that earlier in the previous evening, the neighbor’s son had passed away. My grandpa told me privately, “perhaps he came to visit you.” From
that time to today, I’ve had many visits from and experiences
with spirits on the other side. I know that there is absolutely
something more that exists besides this human world and that
something more interacts with us, whether we know it or not.
Today, I am having indescribable psychic experiences, dialogue with loved ones who have passed and ghosts who need
help crossing over. People from all walks of life are healing
many aspects of their lives; emotional, mental, physical and

spiritual through the process of working with me.
I did a phone reading with a woman who wanted to contact
her recently deceased husband. She was determined not to
give me any information. She asked, “What does he want me
to know?” I was feeling a little nervous, given such vague
information, but he started talking right away and off we went.
He said, “I know the experience was traumatic, but everything
is ok. I know you are wondering about moving on and I want
you to know that it is ok. There might be family members
who do not approve of it, but please know that I am ok with
it.” She asked questions about specific family members and
he answered. She did not respond with any emotion and gave
me no feedback whatsoever. I didn’t know if any of the information I received from him and shared with her was accurate
at all. I asked, “How was the information?” She said I was
about 95% accurate. She then shared with me that she had
started seeing someone and was relieved because he basically
gave her his blessing.
Clients sometimes challenge me this way, but by the end of
readings like this, I feel very confident about my abilities because the feedback I get from clients is pretty much the same
– clients are often shocked at how accurate the information
is that comes through. I feel very blessed to be able to be of
service in this way.
Melissa Jagst is a medium and psychic channel and is available
for yes or no questions over email, detailed, one-part questions,
half hour, 45-minute and one hour readings. She also has a
structure for readings that go over the appointed time. Every
client has the opportunity to meet with Melissa and get a sense
of whether or not they feel there is a successful connection and
dialogue with their loved one, the session can be terminated
within 5 minutes at no charge. Call Melissa at (505) 730-1265
or email her at angels@psychicmelissa.com for more information, or visit her website at www.psychicmelissa.net.
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